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Testimonials from customers and partners

“At first our technical director was more than a little sceptical of Procession’s claim to
having created a ‘declarative programming’ environment.
The concept of declarative programming has, in recent years, become very topical,
with much speculation as to its potential from market leaders.
Most people however still consider it to be something of a myth; great in theory but a
long way off.
To our surprise this myth was quickly dispelled.
Procession have designed, built and deployed a production grade declarative
programming environment that has already seen years of commercial use.
The amount of time, money and expertise put into the development of Procession’s
innovative approach is clear; the result is a powerful robust programming
environment that remains far ahead of its time.
For us, the potential of Procession’s Software suite is obvious and has already
dramatically changed our commercial proposition.
Zeiter now look forward to a lasting partnership with Procession’s Business
Technology at the heart of our software development capabilities.” - David Organ
Managing Director Zeiter Ltd - Specialists in bespoke web-based business
applications and data services.

"Procession has re-written the rule book for application building." -- Oracle Press
release
“Procession is, for Atlas-GOSS, a real gem of a find.” - Stephen Bailey, Managing
Director at Atlas-GOSS.
: "Our customers include demanding multi-national corporations that look to us for
the rapid design and implementation of strategic knowledge management
applications. Procession's TOA enables us to move from specification through to
complete testing and roll-out of complex, business-critical applications within three
months, at a fraction of the cost of our competitors." - Tim Bovy Managing Director
at Digital Document UK
“Procession … turning around applications for the New Opportunity Fund … in
amazingly short time-frames is a great achievement … (Procession) was quicker and
cheaper than the other available alternatives.” -- Partner, Price Waterhouse
Coopers
“We chose Procession because of its flexibility -- we need to be able to introduce and
modify processes very rapidly, and we liked the friendliness of the software. We
were also impressed by the quality of Procession's Professional Services -- their
consultants have really become part of our team.” -- Liz Nicholl, Director of
Performance Services, UK Sport
“This’ll knock your socks off!” – Keith Villiers, Independent Consultant, Xerox
Corp.
“It’ll save you millions.” – Nigel Price, Independent Consultant, Telergy

“The intuitive logic of Procession’s process designer matched the format of the AEM
Mortgage model and rapid productivity was quickly attained. Having measured the
time taken on the first trial development against conventional software techniques we
feel that savings in the order of 50% of cost and 80% of time will be achievable.”Ross Harling, Atticus
“Procession is a valued partner in the new wave of services that are geared up to
boost business performance in organisations” – David Meggitt, Meggitt Bird
Procession have created a true process-centric development and deployment
platform; removing the disjoin between requirement and implementation … Butler
Group believes that applications are, deep down, simply implementations or
expressions of processes, and as that is the case then building applications directly
from process definitions should make sense even to the most sceptical of potential
users.” -- Butler Group – Technical Audit
"The Procession software is an innovative and powerful application development tool
which is business process rather than software vendor driven." -- BT Evaluation (14
page document)
“Ventana Research advises organizations that want to automate and prioritize
business activities for operational efficiency and measure and monitor these activities
for operational effectiveness should consider Procession.” -- Ventana Research

